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One of the foremost
social philosophers of
our times shares his
reflections on a
changing world, a
world in which we can
be certain only of
uncertainty. To plan for
the future in such an
environment, says
Charles Handy, we
must learn to think
differently.

Viral Change provides a
completely different
framework for change.
It is based on recent
“discoveries” across
disciplines such as
network and behavioral
sciences.

A realistic approach to
leading, managing, and
growing your Agile
team or organization.

We need more
enlightened leaders,
but we need something
more: enlightened
organizational
structures and
practices.

Modern Agile’s four
principles provided
clearer strategies for
the general public
(beyond software
practitioners).

No matter the size of an
organization, it can
benefit from an Agile
mindset and launch into
a future filled with
successful leadership
and motivated
employees.

The circle of that
colossal groupthink is
alive and well.
Organizations are now
fully prepared for the
past. A flipping point in
the trend for adopting
absurd management
ideas needs to be
reached. Management
needs to be
deprogrammed.

Gary Hamel &
Michele Zanini

Humanocracy lays out
a detailed blueprint for
creating organizations
that are as inspired and
ingenious as the human
beings inside them.

Figure 1. The case for organizational change embracing agility and its principles, a brief timeline.

WHY DO WE NEED ORGANIZATIONAL
AGILITY AND HOW DOES HR FIT IN?
In Reinventing Organizations, Frederic Laloux briefly
examines human evolution. According to him “… for some
reason, humanity evolves not continuously, but by sudden
leaps” ([Lalo16]). We do not grow gradually, like a tree,
but transform “overnight” into something else. He is not
the only one who sees the world this way. According to
[Pere10] we are currently living during the turning point
of one of those leaps, or, as she calls them, “great surges”.
Other researchers, academics, organizational architects
and management innovators are also recognizing the
seismic shift happening in organizations and are calling
for change – a change towards more agile, people-centric
organizations, operating under agile principles. The timeline in Figure 1 shows a selection of works discussing this

Without HR becoming
agile first, an organization
cannot truly transform
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organizational change and the new ways of working; it is
by no means exhaustive, but merely an illustration of how
long visionaries have been urging to embrace the change
and prepare for the work of the future.
What has made this transformation urgent? While not
entirely novel, organizational transformation towards
agility has been accelerated by a number of factors, such
as a multi-generational workforce, digitalization and globalization of organizations, social media, shift to knowledge work, the sharing economy, and most recently, the
COVID-19 global pandemic. There is even an acronym to
describe some of those economic factors at play – VUCA
(volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity).
What should change? And why is HR best positioned to
lead this transformation?
In order to achieve organizational agility, all parts of an
organization have to be transformed. We can start by
transforming the IT department, for example, but unless
the rest of the organization follows, they will soon hit the
limits of what they can achieve in isolation. There is one
department, however, that spans across departmental
boundaries and can affect the entire organization, and
that is the HR function. HR owns processes which make
the organization what it is, so without HR becoming
agile first, an organization cannot truly transform. Once
the HR function has embraced agile values and principles
and restructured their processes to adopt agile practices,
they can start reshaping the organization. Once agile, HR
becomes the fertile soil where the seeds of organizational
agility can grow further.

ORGANIZATIONAL AGILITY NEEDS HR
AGILITY TO START THE TRANSFORMATION
AND TO SUSTAIN THE NEW ORGANIZATION
In 2001, a group of software engineers created the Agile
Manifesto to change the way they build software. Years
later Modern Agile was created in an effort to extend
agility outside software development into the organizations themselves. Then, the Agile HR Manifesto addressed
agility in workplace culture. While all of these contribute
to increased agility, let’s not forget the most important element that has to be transformed – the organization itself!
As Edward Deming said almost 30 years ago: “A bad system
will beat a good person every time. So fix the system.”
How do we fix the system that is today’s organizations?
While “the organization as a machine” dominated the
management world for decades, it is no longer relevant
in today’s complex reality ([Lalo16]). The organizational
processes designed for efficiency and control in the last
century cannot serve us well anymore. We have to shift
from an enterprise (inherently oriented towards profit) to
an organization (inherently oriented towards a goal). A
more fitting metaphor today would be “the organization
as an organism or social system”. As such, rigid, pre-defined structures and functions are no longer useful and
instead organizations should look towards nature for
more apt models – schools of fish or flocks of birds, or even
a forest’s ecosystem ([Lalo16]). All of these teach us how to
quickly respond to change as one complex organism.
It is no longer enough to have a powerful leader with a
strong vision that pushes their agenda down the ranks.
It is no longer enough to strive for efficiency and control.
The only way to deal with a VUCA context is to utilize
the power of the collective group and to engage every
employee, to coach them (instead of managing them), so
they can grow and reach their full potential, in order to
best serve their customers. Becoming nimble and regrouping on the go, responding to an ever-changing environment is going to differentiate thriving organizations from
those merely surviving.
Organizational change requires participation from the
whole organization and cannot be forced top-down.
According to [Such11], it takes reflection and discussion to
see the patterns of thinking and interaction we are implementing and the new behaviors that might interrupt old
patterns or give rise to new ones. To be able to interrupt
old patterns, organizations need a new type of leadership
to lead this transformation, accompanied by new types
of HR processes to enable the culture change required to
become an organization of the future. Can we transform
HR by applying agile principles and values to create the
basis for organizational agility and fix the broken system
of today’s organizations? We believe so.
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What is VUCA and why does it matter?
[Horn10] explain the new nature of the world by four characteristics: volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity (VUCA).
• Volatility – the speed, volume and the nature of change are
different now, than they used to be.
• Uncertainty – the decreased predictability within the market.
• Complexity – the increased chaos around organizations and
their issues.
• Ambiguity – the vagueness of reality and the mixed meaning
things can have.
These four factors together describe what characterizes the
current markets of many businesses. These markets influence
the business externally through these changing VUCA characteristics, which results in leaders having to respond to this and
change their daily activities and decisions.
VUCA are the characteristics of the new business reality that
companies need to deal with. Those characteristics, coupled
with the other factors such as multi-generational workforce,
digitalization, the shared economy, globalization and knowledge
work, have forced a re-evaluation of how companies organize
themselves. Organizations are rethinking leadership, culture and
structures and how to engage and grow employees, so they, in
turn, can serve their customers best.

Multi-generational workforce
A multi-generational workface is characterized by different generations working together. For the first time ever, we are seeing
potentially up to five different generations working in the same
workplace ([Wind21]). Each of these generations have their own
unique personality traits and values ([Wald21]). The differences
between these generations are creating an interesting workplace
culture and lead to tension if not addressed properly.

Agile leadership
Agile leadership is a management style, characterized by prioritizing people over processes, with a focus on customer needs,
seeing change as inevitable and value-adding, inspiring and
involving employees. It is the management style that can adapt
quickly enough to lead an organization operating in a VUCA context and delivering value to customers (who change their mind
more often than ever before). Agile leaders are compared to
gardeners, instead of the visionaries of the 1980s-1990s, because
they nurture and coach their employees, they push decisions
closer to the people doing the work and they are aware of their
own biases and mind traps, thereby actively avoiding them. To
promote motivation, agile leadership is informal and communication flows freely between everyone ([Thor17]). Typically, these
leaders embrace the principles of agile (HR), embedding their
organization at its core with the ingredients of becoming an agile
organization.
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Support people to engage, grow, and be happy in their workplace.

Collaborative networks Over Hierarchical structures
Transparency Over Secrecy

Encourage people to welcome change and adapt when needed.

Adaptability Over Prescriptiveness

Help to build and support networks of empowered, self-organizing and collaborative teams.

Inspiration and engagement Over Management

Nourish and support the people’s and team’s motivation and capabilities, help them build the
environment they need, and trust them to get the job done.

Intrinsic motivation Over Extrinsic reward

Facilitate and nurture personal growth, to harness employee’s different strengths and talents.

Ambition Over Obligation

Figure 2. Agile HR Manifesto and Principles.

HOW HR BECOMES AGILE

Retention

Values

Agile HR

Collective goals and OKRs
Short and continuous cycles
Beyond budgeting
OKRs are top-down and bottom-up
Transparency
Our goals inspire action

Figure 3. HR, reimagined in the agile context.
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Organizational
culture
Continuous learning
Diversity & inclusion supported by ally network and feedback
Idea generation funnel for continuous improvement
Engaged, growing and happy in the workplace
Empowered, self-organizing and collaborative teams
Change is welcomed

Values

Values Processes

Metrics &
Measure

Market-based, transparent & fair salary
Fair & transparent profit sharing
Peer-reviewed salary increases
Everybody involved in recognition
Fair & transparent
Rewarding contributing behaviors, rather than results

Values

Processes

Benefits &
Compensation

Processes

Focus on continuous improvement
Performance
Feedback is ongoing throughout the year
management
Shorter review cycles
Coaching for growth
No numbers or labels, just feedback for future growth
Facilitate and nurture personal growth,
to harness employee’s different strengths and talents
We build people who build our products

Processes

Goals &

Values

Values Processes

Rewards

Values

Often and small rewards showing recognition and value
Tailored and flexible rewards system
Decoupled from performance
Intrinsic motivation over extrinsic reward
Transparency

Tools & processes to support teams to do their work
Engagement checks at various levels and intervals
Micro-affirmations processes at all levels
Feedback is acted upon
Employee “ “We solve problems together”
engagement & Everyone contributes to the organization goals via their work
Decisions are decentralized as much as possible

Processes

Recruitment

L&D

Values

Ongoing recruitment pipeline supported by Kanban boards
Teams do the interviews
Various channels supporting frequent communication
Gamification rather than standard testing
Hire for attitudes and values
Hire for cultural fit
Multi-disciplinary teams

On-demand
Interactive, online, hybrid, videos and games
Developing team competencies when they are needed
HR as enabler and facilitator, teams decide when and what
Nourish and support the people’s and team’s motivation
and capabilities, help them build the environment they
need, and trust them to get the job done

Processes

Processes

Agile HR is a term that has been around for a few years
now and can be traced back to the Agile HR Manifesto,
signed by 27 professionals in 2017. Like Modern Agile, the
Agile HR Manifesto and principles are built on the original Agile Manifesto, reimagined for HR (Figure 2). Also
in 2017, Pia-Maria Thoren’s book Agile People, A Radical
Approach for HR & Managers describes how to apply agile
principles and tools to the world of HR. Since then, a lot
has been written on how HR can adopt agile principles
and practices to transform the organization from within
([Cappi18]).

Many companies have adopted agile HR practices either
from the start of the organization (Buurtzorg, Morning
Star) or included HR as part of an agile transformation
(ING). When considering traditional HR processes, each
one of those processes can or should be reimagined to
support the entirety of an agile organization. What these
could possibly look like from an agile point of view, is
illustrated in Figure 3. Parallel to transforming core HR
processes, agility in HR also means a cultural shift for
many organizations, with HR owning the transition
and reinforcing the agile values and behaviors with the
newly reimagined processes, methods and systems.

History of agile
The tension that exists between traditional
waterfall methods and the rapidly changing
complex environments of organizations has led
to the adoption of more “lightweight” methodologies ([High01]). A group of researchers came
together in 2001 to develop a manifesto that
entailed the values and principles of a “lightweight” methodology called agile ([Beck01]).
Agile Software Development has allowed
organizations to become more responsive and
deliver results faster by being able to react more
quickly to changes in the business environment
([Meso06]).
The values and principles of the manifesto form
the foundation for the several agile methods
(e.g. Scrum, KanBan, Lean, XP, DSM, …) that
are applied for different reasons and contexts
([Camp15]). While agile and these methods were
at first mainly used for software development,
there is increased attention for using it in a
broader scope ([Rigb16]). According to [Fern09],
the contemporary economy is increasingly
characterized by uncertain and complex projects
for which agile is used to be more adaptable and
flexible to face the challenges of these projects.
The concept of business agility and the agile
organization itself has recently become popular
as people are exploring agility beyond software
development and project management alone
([Rigb16]). Often these agile transformations
start in IT, the roots of agile software
development, but this does not always seem
to succeed ([Shei21]). Becoming agile on an
organizational level means going through a
cultural transformation ([Denn16]).

Characteristics of Teal Organizations
(Reinventing Organizations, Frederic Laloux)

THE ORGANIZATIONS OF THE FUTURE ARE
ALREADY HERE
What do organizations of the future look like? For them
to be nimble enough to operate in our reality they need
the right type of leadership and the right type of organizational structure. Be it the Humanocracy organizations
studied by Gary Hamel and Michele Zanini ([Hame20]),
the teal organizations of Frederic Laloux ([Lalo16]), or the
organizational trends Corporate Rebels track all over the
world, we see a common theme of agility on both leadership and process level that will further support agility
of culture and structure. Some common characteristics
have been identified, which would form a sound basis
and starting point of the necessary mindset and culture
(see Figure 4 for comparison between teal organizations
and organizational trends from Corporate Rebels). Let’s
meet some of them in the box “Organizations of the
future that employ Agile HR principles and values”.

“There is a new generation coming to work
that has been deeply shaped by social media,
deeply resonant with some of the challenges
of the world. Their expectations have been
changing faster than the reality of the
workplace.”
– Gary Hamel

Organizational Trends according
to Corporate Rebels
From Focus on profit to Purpose & Value

From Hierarchical to powerful and fluid systems of distributed
authority and collective intelligence (Self-management)

From Professional self to bring your whole self to work
(Wholeness)

From a Hierarchical pyramid to Network of teams
From Directive Leadership to Supportive Leadership
From Plan & Predict to Experiment & Adapt
From Rules & Control to Freedom & Trust
From Centralized authority to Distributed decision making

From Predict & Control to Evolutionary purpose

From Secrecy to Transparency
From Job descriptions to Talent & Mastery

Figure 4. Characteristics of Agile organizations according to Frederic Laloux and Corporate Rebels (shown in bold).
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Organizations of the future that employ Agile HR principles and values
1 Morning Star
Founded in 1970, the California-based tomato-processing company is an excellent example of
a self-organizing company. Morning Star is the worldwide market leader in tomato processing
with total revenues close to 1 billion USD annually. It permanently employs 600 employees, with
additional 4000 seasonal workers joining the company during harvest season ([deMo17]). Morning Star’s employees
determine their own salary increases, which are then reviewed by volunteer peer panels. Furthermore, Morning Star, just
like the rest of the organizations presented below, does not have a middle management layer, instead it is comprised of
self-steering teams that have no bosses and no job descriptions. The self-management of Morning Star is based on two
fundamental principles: all interactions should be voluntary and honor your commitments ([deMo17]).

Self-organizing &
collaborative teams

Collective goals
& OKRs

Benefits &
compensation

2 Buurtzorg
Buurtzorg Nederland is a Dutch home-care organization. The word buurtzorg is Dutch for
“neighborhood care”. Founded in 2006 by nurse Jos de Blok in response to declining quality
and lack of continuity of personal care in the Netherlands and a disillusioned nursing workforce
([CPI18]). Buurtzorg is famous for operating differently than other healthcare providers by having small, self-organizing
teams with no leaders and no managers. The purpose of the nurses is not to solely provide health care, such as vaccinations or medication, but to promote patients’ independence as much as possible by working together to discover what
they could (learn to) do themselves.

Self-organizing &
collaborative teams

Collective goals
& OKRs

Coaching for
growth

Decentralized
decision making

Transparent
KPI results

3 ING
With customer behaviors rapidly changing in response to new digital distribution channels,
the well-known Dutch bank embarked on their agile transformation in 2015. Agility is now part
of their culture, focusing on empowerment, ownership and customer centricity. Every employee spends time at the call
center, taking calls from customers when they start working at the bank, and teams are responsible for hiring decisions
([Maha17]). HR had a pioneering role in the transformation – they had the important task of redesigning processes and
systems and reinventing their product portfolio, so that they could create the foundation of the new organization and
support the new ways of working ([Scho18]).

Teams do
the hiring

Hire for
cultural fit

Self-steering
teams

Collective goals
& OKRs

Some more examples of organizations (non- and for profit) that have changed their management style and support processes are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RHD, a human services nonprofit in the United States, 4,000 employees
Sun Hydraulics, a manufacturing of hydraulic valves and manifolds, global company, 900 employees (for profit)
Heiligenfeld, network of mental health hospitals in Germany, 600 employees (for profit)
Morning Star, tomato harvesting, transport and processing in California, United states, 400-2400 employees (for profit)
Holacracy, an organizational “ operating system” adopted by many organizations throughout the world
FAVI, brass foundry, automotive supplier, France, 500 employees (for profit)
Patagonia, outdoor apparel maker and retailer in the United States, 1350 employees (for profit)
AES, a global producer and distributor of electricity with 40000 employees worldwide in 2001 (for profit)
ESBZ, a publicly financed grade 7-13 school in Berlin, Germany, with 1500 teachers, students and parents (non-profit)

Source: [Lalo16]

ONLY WHEN THERE IS A FIT BETWEEN
CULTURE AND STRUCTURE, CAN AN
ORGANIZATION BE TRULY AGILE
Agility is the sole answer to operate successfully in a
VUCA environment, since organizations of the future
need agile leaders and agile processes to support, inspire
and help them grow. While some critics have been
insisting agile is still a fad, it has slowly permeated every
corner of many organizations. We believe agility, both as
a mindset and a set of principles to apply, creates a foundation on which organizations can build, motivate and
let their workforce be(come) whole. Since HR is the organizational architect, they should be the ones not only
redesigning the core processes and structures for agility,
but also setting the intention and leading the transformation to adapt and embrace a new mindset. Only when
there is a fit between the culture (values and behaviors)
and the structure (methods, processes, systems), can an
organization be truly agile. And who better to spearhead
the cultural and structural change, than HR.

[Maha17] Mahadevan, D. (2017, January 10). ING’s Agile
transformation. McKinsey Quarterly. Retrieved from:
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/
our-insights/ings-agile-transformation
[Meso06] Meso, P. & Jain, R. (2006). Agile Software
Development: Adaptive Systems Principles and Best
Practices. Information Systems Management, 23(3), 19-30.
[Pere10] Perez, C. (2010). Technological Revolutions and
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